Nakkertok Cabin Rental Agreement
Cabin Rental Co ordinator: Ardeth Kirkham, (819) 329-2582
1.Nakkertok members can reserve Owl Cabin and Johannsenhaus Cabin for their exclusive overnight use,
and the Main Chalet at North (Chalet Holloway) for their exclusive evening use (no overnight use). Cabin
reservation and fee payment for the cabins must be made through Zone4 (please consult the website
for the appropriate links).
2. The fee to reserve and rent a cabin is $80 (plus applicable taxes) per overnight stay (5PM to 9AM), or
$50 (plus taxes) for evening use (5PM to 10PM) of Chalet Holloway (
Nakk North Main Chalet).
3. Nakkertok programs (Challenge, Racing, etc.) must also reserve the cabins for exclusive use, however
the programs are not required to pay a rental fee.
4. Any requests to reserve a Nakkertok Cabin by a non-Nakkertok individual or group must be made
through the club Administrator and must not conflict with scheduled club activities.
5. The rental fee for the use of Nakkertok Cabins by non-members will be determined by the Board and
negotiated by the club President.
6. Nakkertok cabins may be reserved for the upcoming ski season as soon as the cabin rental
registrations open on Zone4.
7. Renters are to follow the posted cabin-keeping rules and any other directives communicated to them
by the Nakkertok Cabin rental coordinator.
8. Leave the cabin in the same state you found it, including removing any garbage you generate.
9. Renters are responsible for any wilful damage made to the cabin.

Waiver: I understand my/our participation in the activities organized by Nakkertok Nordic Ski Club and
use of the facilities owned or operated by the Club is done entirely at my/our own risk. No director,
coach, or member of the Club can be held liable for any damage to me/us or my/our equipment.

You will be asked to electronically sign your rental reservation on Zone4 as proof that you
have read and understood this rental agreement.
**Print and bring the receipt that you will be emailed as proof of your rental.

